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Abstract

Objective: This study examined the associations of the

experience and tolerance of shame‐related emotions to suicide

risk, as well as the moderating role of sexual minority status.

Methods: Community adults (N = 360) were recruited via

MTurk and completed self‐report questionnaires. Hierar-

chical regression analyses examined the main and inter-

active associations of sexual minority status and shame‐

related variables to suicide risk.

Results: Results revealed significant positive associations

between self‐disgust and suicide risk for sexual minority

and heterosexual participants, although the magnitude was

greater for sexual minority participants. Additionally,

tolerance of shame was significantly negatively related to

suicide risk only among sexual minority participants. Finally,

exploratory analyses examining the three‐way interaction

of self‐disgust, shame tolerance, and sexual minority status

revealed a significant negative association between shame

tolerance and suicide risk only among sexual minority

participants with high levels of self‐disgust.

Conclusion: Results highlight the relevance of shame‐

related experiences to suicide risk among sexual minorities.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Suicide is a major public health concern, with cross‐national lifetime prevalence estimates of 9.2% for suicidal thoughts

and 2.7% for suicide attempts among adults (Nock et al., 2008). Although suicide rates have been increasing across all

age groups over the past two decades (Hedegaard et al., 2018), there is evidence that suicide disproportionately affects

some communities more than others. In particular, individuals identifying as sexual minorities are at increased risk for

suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and death by suicide compared to their heterosexual peers (Gratz et al., 2021; Haas

et al., 2011; King et al., 2008; Miranda‐Mendizábal et al., 2017; Swannell et al., 2016). For example, sexual minority

adults in the United States have been found to be over three times more likely to report a suicide attempt than their

heterosexual peers (Bolton & Sareen, 2011). Moreover, a meta‐analysis of four studies revealed that individuals who

identified as a sexual minority endorsed suicidal ideation and suicidal behavior at an earlier age, had a greater desire to

die in their most lethal past suicide attempt, and endorsed a greater likelihood of a future suicide attempt than those

who identified as heterosexual (Fox et al., 2018).

Increased suicide risk among sexual minorities has been explained by the minority stress model, which posits

that the disproportionate number of adverse mental health outcomes among sexual minorities can be explained by

unique stressors associated with their stigmatized sexuality and interactions within a non‐supportive social

environment (Meyer, 2003). Extending the minority stress model, the psychological mediation framework

postulates that there are sexual minority‐specific psychological paths that link minority stress and stigma with

negative mental health outcomes, including suicidality, among individuals identifying as sexual minorities

(Hatzenbuehler, 2009). Although a number of specific psychological pathways have been identified, a common

component across multiple pathways is shame‐related experiences.

For example, one of the primary processes implicated in negative mental health outcomes among sexual minorities in

the psychological mediation framework is negative self‐schemas (i.e., stable negative beliefs about and evaluations of the

self, which can influence behavior, e.g., that one is defective, inferior, or unlovable; see Beck et al., 1979). Theorized to

stem from experiences of minority stress and related stigma (Alessi, 2014; Schwartz et al., 2016), negative self‐schemas

have been linked to the experience of shame‐related emotions (Lazuras et al., 2019; Powell et al., 2015), including the

specific emotions of shame and self‐disgust (a negative self‐conscious emotion considered theoretically identical to the

self‐conscious emotion of shame; Power & Dalgleish, 2015). These shame‐related emotions, in turn, have been

theoretically and empirically linked to a variety of negative mental health outcomes among sexual minorities, including

suicide risk (Igartua et al., 2009; Mereish et al., 2019; Mereish & Poteat, 2015; Puckett et al., 2017). Additionally, beyond

simply the experience of shame‐related emotions, the psychological mediation framework suggests that difficulties

tolerating these emotions may be relevant to suicide risk among individuals whose experiences with stigma and related

stressors intensify shame (thereby making it more difficult to tolerate; see Hatzenbuehler, 2009). Indeed, clinical

researchers have long suggested that the ability to tolerate emotions is related to but distinct from the experience of

emotions per se, and contributes unique variance to psychological outcomes (Cougle et al., 2013; Vujanovic et al., 2013).

Thus, although the experience of shame‐related emotions is expected to increase suicide risk among sexual minorities,

difficulties tolerating these emotions would also be expected to increase suicide risk in this population.

Consistent with this emphasis on shame‐related experiences, the experience of shame‐related emotions has been

found to be significantly associated with increased suicide risk and suicidal ideation among adults in general (Brake

et al., 2017; Chu et al., 2013; Cunningham et al., 2019; Schienle et al., 2020; Szanto et al., 1996). Likewise, shame has

been found to mediate the relation between heterosexist victimization (a sexual minority‐based stressor) and suicide risk
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among sexual minorities in particular (Mereish et al., 2019). Importantly, though, despite theory suggesting that shame‐

related emotions may be particularly relevant to and heightened among individuals with stigmatized identities (due to

the impact of sociocultural factors such as stigma and homophobia on self‐appraisals and related emotions; Oaten

et al., 2011; Powell et al., 2015), no research has directly examined whether the strength of the association between

shame‐related emotions and suicide risk differs as a function of sexual minority status as theorized. Moreover, although

no research has examined the relation of the tolerance of shame‐related emotions in particular to suicide risk among

sexual minority or general adult populations, the inability to tolerate emotional distress in general has been implicated as

a key risk factor for suicidal desire in the context of the interpersonal theory of suicide (Anestis et al., 2011; Law

et al., 2015) and positively associated with suicidal ideation within both nonclinical and clinical adult populations (Anestis

& Joiner, 2012; Capron et al., 2013; Zvolensky et al., 2010). Further, difficulties tolerating emotional distress in general

have been found to account for the relation between sexual orientation‐related discrimination and other mental health

difficulties among sexual minority adults (Reitzel et al., 2017).

To extend the extant literature on the role of shame‐related experiences in suicide risk among both sexual

minority and heterosexual adults, the current study examined the moderating role of sexual minority status in the

associations of both the experience and tolerance of shame‐related emotions to suicide risk (operationalized as a

continuous variable ranging in intensity and severity from no suicidal thoughts or impulses to increasingly severe

and frequent suicidal thoughts and plans). Given past research linking shame‐related emotions to suicidal ideation

and suicide risk among general adult populations (Brake et al., 2017; Cunningham et al., 2019; Schienle et al., 2020),

we hypothesized that both the experience and tolerance of shame‐related emotions, including the experience of

the specific shame‐related emotion of self‐disgust and the tolerance of both negative self‐conscious emotions in

general and the specific emotion of shame, would be positively associated with suicide risk among both sexual

minority and heterosexual participants. However, given theory and research linking the experience and tolerance of

shame to both minority stress and related stigma and suicide risk among sexual minorities (Allen & Oleson, 1999;

Hatzenbuehler, 2009; Mereish et al., 2019; Mereish & Poteat, 2015; Meyer, 2003), we also hypothesized that

sexual minority status would moderate the relations of these factors to suicide risk, such that self‐disgust and the

tolerance of shame‐related emotions would be more strongly associated with suicide risk among sexual minority

adults. Given that the experience and tolerance of shame‐related emotions in particular was expected to be

uniquely related to suicide risk above and beyond an individual's general emotional vulnerability (i.e., the intensity,

reactivity, and duration of emotions in general), emotional vulnerability was included in models as a covariate to

isolate the unique relations of the experience and tolerance of the specific emotions of interest to suicide risk

(separate from an individual's propensity toward intense and reactive emotions in general).

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Participants were drawn from a sample of 515 adults from the community who completed online measures through

an internet‐based platform, Amazon's Mechanical Turk (MTurk.com). Data provided by MTurk‐recruited

participants have been found to be as reliable as data collected through more traditional methods (Buhrmester

et al., 2011). Likewise, MTurk‐recruited participants have been found to perform better on attention check items

than college student samples (Hauser & Schwarz, 2015) and comparably to participants completing the same tasks

in a laboratory setting (Casler et al., 2013). Studies also show that MTurk samples have the advantage of being more

diverse than other internet‐recruited or college student samples (Buhrmester et al., 2011; Casler et al., 2013), as

well as reporting more clinical symptoms (e.g., depression, anxiety) than both nonclinical samples recruited through

other means (Arditte et al., 2016) and the general population (Shapiro et al., 2013). For the present study, inclusion

criteria included (1) 18 years of age or older, (2) United States resident, (3) fluent English speaker, (4) ≥95% approval
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rating as an MTurk worker, and (5) valid responses on questionnaires (i.e., accurate completion of multiple attention

check items and reasonable completion times across all measures).

From the larger sample of participants, 150 were excluded for invalid data (see Section 2.3), and five participants were

excluded for not completing one or more of the primary measures of interest (i.e., four participants were missing all data on

one or more measures and one participant was missing >40% of items on two measures), resulting in a final sample of 360

participants. These participants (59.4% female) ranged in age from 21 to 72 years (Mage = 38.83± 11.52). With regard to

sexual minority status, 8.9% (n=32) of participants identified as a sexual minority (gay =5, lesbian =4, bisexual = 22,

questioning =1). Most participants identified asWhite (81.9%), followed by Native‐American (9.7%), Asian/Asian American

(5.0%), Black/African American (1.9%), and Latinx (1.7%). With regard to educational attainment, 12.7% had completed

high school or received a general equivalency degree, 30.8% had attended some college or technical school, 40.5% had

graduated from college, and 14.7% had advanced graduate/professional degrees. Most participants were employed full‐

time (72.8%) and reported an annual household income of more than $40,000 (66.7%).

2.2 | Measures

2.2.1 | Self‐disgust

The Self‐Disgust Scale (SDS; Overton et al., 2008) was used to assess the shame‐related emotion of self‐disgust.

The SDS consists of 18 items, including six filler items that do not contribute to the scale score (e.g., “I enjoy the

company of others”) and 12 items that assess disgust with one's actions (e.g., “I often do things I find revolting”) and

oneself (e.g., “I find myself repulsive”). Respondents indicate their corresponding level of agreement on a 7‐point

Likert‐type scale (1 = “Strongly agree” to 7 = “Strongly disagree”). Nine items are reverse‐coded, and scores are then

summed across the 12 items assessing self‐disgust. Higher scores are indicative of greater levels of self‐disgust.

Past research with the SDS has demonstrated the scale's high content and concurrent validity, as well as test–retest

reliability (Overton et al., 2008). Internal consistency in the present sample was acceptable (α = 0.93).

2.2.2 | Tolerance of emotions

TheTolerance of Negative Affective States Scale (TNAS; Bernstein & Brantz, 2013) was used to measure tolerance

of specific shame‐related emotional states. TheTNAS consists of 25 specific affective states to which respondents

indicate their degree of tolerance on a 5‐point Likert‐type scale (1 = “Very Intolerant” to 5 = “Very Tolerant”). These

items are grouped to form subscales assessing tolerance of Fear‐Distress, Sadness‐Depression, Anger, Disgust,

Anxious‐Apprehension, and Negative Social Emotions (which encompasses the negative self‐conscious emotions of

regret, guilt, shame, and embarrassment). Given the emphasis of this study on shame‐related emotions, the subscale

assessing Negative Social Emotions was deemed most relevant. In addition, given the particular relevance of shame

to suicide risk, the single item from the Negative Social Emotions subscale that assesses tolerance of shame was

also examined in analyses. The TNAS has demonstrated good discriminant and convergent validity, including

significant correlations with depressive symptoms (Bernstein & Brantz, 2013; Lass & Winer, 2020). Internal

consistency of the Negative Social Emotions subscale was acceptable (α = 0.88).

2.2.3 | Suicide risk

The Depression Symptom Index‐Suicide Subscale (DSI‐SS; Metalsky & Joiner, 1997) was used to measure current suicide

risk. The DSI‐SS is a four‐item screening measure that assesses the frequency and intensity of suicidal thoughts, plans, and
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impulses over the past 2 weeks. Scores on this measure have been found to be positively associated with depression

symptoms (Cukrowicz et al., 2011; Joiner et al., 2002) and to be higher among individuals with (vs. without) a history of

suicide attempts (Capron et al., 2012). Although early research using this measure suggested that scores of ≥3 be

considered indicative of high suicide risk (Joiner et al., 2002), a more recent study by von Glischinski et al. (2016) examining

the optimal clinical cut‐off scores for the DSI‐SS within German inpatient, outpatient, and population‐based samples

reported an optimal cut‐off score of ≥2 for population‐based samples. For the present study, a continuous variable

assessing the severity of current suicide risk was calculated by summing all four items (α=0.92).

2.2.4 | Emotional vulnerability

The General Emotion Dysregulation Measure (GEDM; Newhill et al., 2010, 2004) was used to assess the individual's

overall emotional vulnerability. The GEDM consists of 13 items that assess three aspects of general emotional vulnerability,

including emotional sensitivity (e.g., “I see myself as more sensitive to emotions than other people”), emotional intensity

(e.g., “My emotional responses to events in my life tend to be high”), and slow return to baseline (e.g., “When I get

emotional, it's a long time before I feel normal again”). Respondents indicate their level of agreement with each of the 13

items on a 5‐point Likert‐type scale (1 = “Strongly disagree” to 5 “Strongly agree”). Higher scores are indicative of greater

emotional vulnerability. The GEDM has demonstrated high test–retest reliability and good convergent validity with

measures of affect intensity, negative affect, and interpersonal difficulties (Marwaha et al., 2014; Newhill et al., 2010, 2004).

Given that emotional vulnerability in general has been linked to suicide risk (Bowen et al., 2015; Castro et al., 2018; Links

et al., 2008; Lynch et al., 2004), the GEDM was examined as a potential covariate to isolate the unique relations of the

experience and tolerance of the shame‐related emotions in particular to suicide risk (separate from an individual's general

propensity toward emotional vulnerability). Internal consistency in the present sample was acceptable (α=0.91).

2.3 | Procedure

All procedures received approval from the institution's Institutional Review Board (approved protocol number:

202803‐UT). After providing informed consent, participants were required to accurately respond to a Completely

Automatic Public Turing test to Tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA). This test was conducted to ensure

that questionnaires were not being completed by bots (computer programs that perform automated tasks). On the

consent form, participants were also informed that “…we have put in place a number of safeguards to ensure that

participants provide valid and accurate data for this study. If we have strong reason to believe your data are invalid,

your responses will not be approved or paid and your data will be discarded.” Data were collected in blocks of nine

participants and all data, including attention check items, were reviewed by researchers to ensure that data were

valid before compensation was provided. Attention check items consisted of multiple free‐response items (e.g.,

“describe what you see in front of you”), a math problem (e.g., “what is 12 minus 8?”), and repeated questions. All

data were also reviewed for duplicate respondents and problematic geocodes (i.e., geographical coordinates used to

identify participants outside of the United States and/or in locations determined to be “bot farms” within the MTurk

community; see Kennedy et al., 2020). Data were also visually inspected to identify random responding or response

sets. Participants who completed the study and were determined to have valid responses were reimbursed $3.00.

2.4 | Analysis plan

Given the extremely low rate of missing data across all measures (0.006% of all available data), mean

imputation was used to address missing data. Descriptive statistics for the primary variables of interest were
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computed. Pearson product–moment correlations were conducted to evaluate zero‐order associations

among variables. To identify covariates for primary analyses, a series of Pearson product–moment and

independent t‐tests were conducted to examine associations of demographic variables (age, sex, past year

income [0 ≤ $50,000/year, 1 ≥ $50,000/year], education [0 = some college education or less, 1 = college

graduate or more], racial/ethnic background [0 = racial/ethnic minority, 1 =White]) and emotional

vulnerability to suicide risk. Variables demonstrating a significant association with suicide risk were included

as covariates in primary analyses. Next, a series of hierarchical linear regression analyses were conducted

examining the main and interactive associations of sexual minority status and the experience or tolerance of

shame‐related emotions (i.e., self‐disgust, tolerance of negative social emotions, or tolerance of shame) with

suicide risk. Identified covariates were entered in the first step of each model. Sexual minority status and one

of the self‐disgust or tolerance of shame variables (mean‐centered) were entered in the second step of each

model, followed by the product of these variables in the third step. The PROCESS macro version 3.5 for SPSS

(Hayes, 2018) was used to probe significant interactions by examining simple slopes representing the

association between the experience or tolerance of shame‐related emotions (plotted at standard values of

−1 SD, mean, +1 SD) and suicide risk as a function of sexual minority status.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Preliminary analyses

Most associations between the independent variables and suicide risk did not deviate from linearity

(Fs < 1.89, ps > 0.130). The only exception was the association between self‐disgust and suicide risk (F = 1.89,

p < 0.001); however, this association also had a significant linear component (F = 93.09, p < 0.001). Boxplots

were used to identify outliers for all variables except suicide risk (given that boxplots may over‐identify

outliers for variables that are naturally skewed in the real world [Hubert & Vandervieren, 2008], such as

suicide risk [Tomitaka et al., 2018]). Thus, given that some extreme values would be expected within the

general population and visual examination of the distribution of suicide risk scores in this sample identified

only two participants at the high end of the scale, suicide risk outliers were not corrected (Frost, 2020).1 Box-

plots identified no outliers for any independent variable.

Descriptive data on and correlations among the primary variables of interest are presented in Table 1.

Using a cut‐off score of ≥3 on the DSI‐SS (Joiner et al., 2002), 14.7% (n = 53) of participants were classified as

having high suicide risk; using the cut‐off score of ≥2 for population‐based samples identified by von

Glischinski et al. (2016), 16.7% (n = 60) of participants were classified as having high suicide risk. Sexual

minority participants reported significantly higher suicide risk (mean = 1.59, SD = 2.95, DSI‐SS scores range

from 0 to 12) than heterosexual participants (mean = 0.80, SD = 1.94, DSI‐SS scores range from 0 to 11),

t (358) = 2.11, p = 0.036, with 25% of sexual minority participants (n = 8) having a DSI‐SS score of ≥3 (25%

using a cut‐off score of ≥2), compared to 13.7% (n = 45) of heterosexual participants (or 15.9% [n = 52] using

a cut‐off score of ≥2).

As for analyses focused on the identification of covariates for primary analyses, age was negatively

significantly associated with suicide risk, r = −0.18, p = 0.001. Participants reporting an annual income of

<$50,000 reported greater suicide risk than those with an annual income of ≥$50,000, t (358) = 2.11,

p = 0.036. Participants without a college degree reported greater suicide risk than those with a college degree

or higher, t(358) = 2.15, p = 0.032. Emotional vulnerability was significantly positively associated with suicide

risk, r = 0.35, p < 0.001. No other associations of potential covariates with suicide risk were significant,

ps > 0.05.2 Consequently, age, past‐year income, education, and emotional vulnerability were included in

primary analyses as covariates.
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3.2 | Primary analyses

Results of the hierarchical linear regression analyses examining the main and interactive associations of sexual

minority status and the experience or tolerance of shame‐related emotions (i.e., self‐disgust, tolerance of negative

social emotions, or tolerance of shame) with suicide risk are presented in Table 2. Cook's distance values across all

analyses were less than 0.50. Variation inflation factor values across all analyses were less than 1.56.

Although neither sexual minority status nor the two tolerance of shame‐related emotion variables (i.e., negative

social emotions in general or shame in particular) were significantly uniquely associated with suicide risk above and

beyond the covariates, the experience of self‐disgust was significantly positively associated with suicide risk above

and beyond the covariates (see Table 2). In addition, and consistent with hypotheses, results revealed a significant

interaction between self‐disgust and sexual minority status, b = −0.092, SE = 0.021, p < 0.001, 95% confidence

interval (CI) (−0.133, −0.052). Evaluation of simple slopes indicated significant positive associations between self‐

disgust and suicide risk for both participants identifying as a sexual minority (b = 0.125, SE = 0.020, p < 0.001, 95%

CI: [0.085, 0.165]) and those identifying as heterosexual (b = 0.033, SE = 0.007, p < 0.001, 95% CI: [0.019, 0.046];

see Figure 1). Notably, however, the magnitude of this association was greater for participants identifying as a

sexual minority. Results also revealed a significant interaction between sexual minority status and tolerance of

shame in particular, b = 0.831, SE = 0.313, p = 0.008, 95% CI (0.216, 0.447). Consistent with hypotheses, evaluation

of simple slopes indicated that there was a significant negative association between tolerance of shame and suicide

risk among participants who identified as a sexual minority (b = −0.751, SE = 0.301, p = 0.013, 95% CI: [−1.342,

−0.160]), but not among participants identifying as heterosexual (b = 0.081, SE = 0.090, p = 0.368, 95% CI: [−0.095,

0.257]; see Figure 2). Notably, however, this interaction was specific to the tolerance of shame in particular, and

was not found for the tolerance of negative social emotions (encompassing several negative self‐conscious

emotions) in general (b = 0.069, SE = 0.065, p = 0.290, 95% CI: [−0.059, 0.196]; see Figure 3).

3.3 | Post‐hoc analyses

Although the experience and tolerance of shame‐related emotions are distinct constructs that were expected to be

independently associated with suicide risk, it is also possible that these factors may interact to influence suicide risk.

Specifically, although both the experience of heightened levels of shame and difficulties tolerating shame would be

expected to increase suicide risk, the ability to tolerate shame may be more relevant to suicide risk among

individuals with heightened experiences of shame (and less relevant for individuals who rarely experience shame).

That is, one's ability to tolerate a particular emotion would be expected to be relevant to negative psychological

outcomes only to such an extent that the emotion was experienced. Thus, to test this model, we conducted a

TABLE 1 Descriptive statistics for and correlations among the primary variables of interest (N = 360)

1 2 3 4

1. Self‐disgust – −0.29* −0.22** 0.43**

2. Tolerance of negative social emotions – 0.86** −0.04

3. Tolerance of shame – −0.06

4. Suicide risk –

Mean 34.34 16.81 2.73 0.87

SD 17.23 5.64 1.18 2.05

Note: *p < 0.001; **p < 0.01.
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TABLE 2 Main and interactive associations of shame‐related variables and sexual minority status to suicide risk

Self‐disgust
Tolerance of negative social
emotions Tolerance of shame

b SE p b SE p b SE p

Step 1 ΔR2 = 0.15** ΔR2 = 0.15** ΔR2 = 0.15**

Age −0.020 0.009 0.025 −0.020 0.009 0.025 −0.020 0.009 0.025

Income −0.214 0.209 0.308 −0.214 0.209 0.308 −0.214 0.209 0.308

Education −0.306 0.208 0.142 −0.306 0.208 0.142 −0.306 0.208 0.142

Emotion vulnerability 0.047 0.008 0.001 0.047 0.008 0.001 0.047 0.008 0.001

Step 2 ΔR2 = 0.08** ΔR2 = 0.004 ΔR2 = 0.003

Shame variable 0.040 0.007 0.001 0.013 0.018 0.490 0.015 0.087 0.867

Sexual minority −0.460 0.346 0.185 −0.379 0.361 0.294 −0.378 0.361 0.297

Step 3 ΔR2 = 0.04** ΔR2 = 0.003 ΔR2 = 0.02*

Interaction −0.092 0.020 0.001 0.069 0.065 0.290 0.831 0.313 0.008

Note: Income = annual household income (0 ≤ $50,000/year, 1 ≥ $50,000/year); education = highest level of education
obtained (0 = some college education or less, 1 = college graduate or more). Shame variable = relevant shame‐related
predictor of interest, including self‐disgust, tolerance of negative social emotions, or tolerance of shame. All shame‐related
variables were mean‐centered. Sexual minority = sexual minority status (0 = sexual minority, 1 = heterosexual).
Interaction = interaction term of the shame‐related predictor of interest (i.e., self‐disgust, tolerance of negative social
emotions, or tolerance of shame) and sexual minority status.
p = 0.001 refers to p < 0.001; *p ≤ 0.01; **p ≤ 0.001.

F IGURE 1 Interaction of self disgust and sexual minority status in relation to suicide risk
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F IGURE 2 Interaction of tolerance of shame and sexual minority status in relation to suicide risk

F IGURE 3 Interaction of tolerance of negative social emotions and sexual minority status in relation

hierarchical linear regression analysis examining the moderating roles of both sexual minority status and self‐disgust

in the relation between shame tolerance and suicide risk. The PROCESS macro version 3.5 for SPSS (Model 3;

Hayes, 2018) was used to probe significant interactions by examining the relations between the tolerance of shame

(plotted at standard values of −1 SD, mean, +1 SD) and suicide risk as a function of both self‐disgust (plotted at

standard values of −1 SD, mean, +1 SD) and sexual minority status (sexual minority vs. heterosexual).
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Results supported the proposed interactive model. Specifically, a significant three‐way interaction was found

for suicide risk (b = 0.033, SE = 0.016, p = 0.038, 95% CI: [0.002, 0.064]; see Figure 4), such that there was a

significant negative association between shame tolerance and suicide risk only among sexual minority participants

with high levels of self‐disgust (b = −0.863, SE = 0.435, p = 0.048, 95% CI: [−1.719, −0.006]), but not mean

(b = −0.317, SE = 0.306, p = 0.301, 95% CI: [−0.920, 0.285]) or low (b = 0.228, SE = 0.362, p = 0.530, 95% CI:

[−0.484, 0.940]) levels of self‐disgust. Shame tolerance was not significantly associated with suicide risk among

participants identifying as heterosexual at low (b = 0.111, SE = 0.108, p = 0.304, 95% CI: [−0.101, 0.323]), mean

(b = 0.129, SE = 0.085, p = 0.131, 95% CI: [−0.039, 0.297]), or high (b = 0.148, SE = 0.123, p = 0.231, 95% CI:

[−0.095, 0.390]) levels of self‐disgust.

F IGURE 4 Interaction of tolerance of shame, self‐disgust, and sexual minority status in relation to suicide risk
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4 | DISCUSSION

Research indicates elevated suicide risk among individuals who identify as sexual minorities. Although several

factors that may account for this elevated risk have been identified, this study explored the relevance of two factors

theorized to be pertinent to suicide risk among both adults in general and sexual minority adults in particular: the

experience and tolerance of shame‐related emotions. As hypothesized, although self‐disgust was positively

associated with suicide risk for both heterosexual and sexual minority identifying participants, the magnitude of this

association was greater among the sexual minority group. Consistent with this finding and providing partial support

for study hypotheses, tolerance of the specific emotion of shame was significantly negatively associated with

suicide risk among participants identifying as a sexual minority, although not among heterosexual participants as

expected. These findings highlight the unique relevance of difficulties tolerating shame to suicide risk among sexual

minority versus heterosexual adults.

These results are consistent with past research and theoretical models (i.e., psychological mediation framework

and minority stress model) highlighting the relevance of shame‐related experiences to suicide risk among sexual

minority individuals. For example, the greater association of self‐disgust with suicide risk among sexual minority

participants is consistent with theory emphasizing the role of minority stress and stigma in negative self‐schemas

and related emotions among individuals identifying as sexual minorities (Hatzenbuehler, 2009; Mereish &

Poteat, 2015). Furthermore, the unique association between suicide risk and difficulties tolerating shame among

sexual minority individuals is consistent with the psychological mediation framework, which posits that difficulties

tolerating shame‐related emotions may be particularly relevant to suicide risk among individuals whose experiences

with stigma and related stressors intensify shame (making it more difficult to tolerate; Hatzenbuehler, 2009).

Notably, results of the post‐hoc analyses exploring the interaction of the experience and tolerance of shame‐

related emotions in relation to suicide risk among both sexual minority and heterosexual participants provide

further clarification of the relevance of these factors to suicide risk among sexual minorities. Specifically, results

highlighted the particular relevance of difficulties tolerating shame to suicide risk among sexual minority

participants with high levels of self‐disgust. These findings suggest that the ability to tolerate shame may be most

relevant to psychological well‐being for individuals who are prone to experiencing shame; for individuals who do

not experience high levels of shame‐related emotions, the ability to tolerate these emotions may be less pertinent

to their functioning. These findings further support the notion that shame‐related experiences may be particularly

relevant to suicide risk among individuals with stigmatized identities, such as those who identify as a sexual

minority, whose experiences with minority stress and stigma increase experiences of shame and make these

emotions more difficult to tolerate (Hatzenbuehler, 2009; Mereish et al., 2019; Mereish & Poteat, 2015).

Together, findings suggest the potential clinical utility of interventions for suicide risk among sexual minority

clients aimed at decreasing negative self‐evaluations and self‐judgments and increasing shame tolerance. For

example, sexual minority clients may benefit from emotion regulation skills that teach individuals how to identify

and connect with primary emotions and reduce attachment to secondary emotions that increase suffering (e.g.,

shame). Acceptance‐based behavioral interventions focused on increasing emotional willingness, mindful and

nonjudgmental awareness of emotions, and emotional tolerance may also be useful in facilitating the ability to

endure unpleasant emotional experiences perceived as aversive or intolerable (Hayes et al., 2011; Linehan, 1993).

Given that sexual minorities face unique stressors, clinicians may also benefit from using culturally‐sensitive

interventions that acknowledge the effects of both structural and internalized stigma on the experience of negative

emotions (Skerven et al., 2019). Additionally, as the propensity to experience shame‐related emotions may have

developed due to repeated and prolonged criticism from others (Powell et al., 2015), clients may benefit from

increasing connectedness to the LGBT community, as finding similar others may affirm aspects of their own

identity. Finally, these results also have implications for policy. For example, fostering policies that promote

acceptance (e.g., marriage equality), protection (e.g., anti‐discrimination laws), and celebration (e.g., LGBT history
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and pride month) of sexual minority individuals within the community may reduce minority stressors that result in

shame‐related emotions among this population.

There are several limitations to the current study that should be considered when interpreting the findings.

First, sexual minority status was defined using only one measure (i.e., sexual identity). Previous research has

demonstrated differences when measuring sexual minority status by identity versus attraction, particularly in the

context of suicidal and nonsuicidal self‐injury (Mann et al., 2020). Consequently, the results of this study may not

generalize to sexual minority groups defined by other constructs (i.e., sexual attraction or sexual behavior).

Additionally, although our sample size was sufficient for examining differences in associations of the experience and

tolerance of shame‐related emotions to suicide risk as a function of sexual minority status, we were not able to

investigate differences within the sexual minority group. Given evidence of significant differences in suicidal

ideation and behaviors between gay/lesbian and bisexual individuals (Bolton & Sareen, 2011; Swannell et al., 2016),

it is possible that the associations of self‐disgust and tolerance of shame with suicide risk may also have differed

between these two sexual minority groups. Future research should examine the differential relevance of these and

other emotional processes to suicide risk within specific sexual minority identity groups as well.

In addition, although both the experience of and difficulties tolerating shame were hypothesized to be

particularly relevant to suicide risk among sexual minority participants due to their theorized links to minority stress

(Hatzenbuehler, 2009; Mereish et al., 2019; Mereish & Poteat, 2015), this study was not able to examine the

associations of these shame‐related experiences to specific elements of the minority stress model. Future research

should examine the extent to which experiences of minority stress and stigma increase self‐disgust and difficulties

tolerating shame among sexual minority adults. Likewise, although the model tested in this study was informed by

the psychological mediation framework, measures of key components of this framework (including distal stigma‐

related stressors, social isolation, social norms, and rumination) were not included in the study, precluding

examination of the more complex model supported by this framework. Future research would benefit from

examining the full psychological mediation framework in relation to suicide risk among sexual minorities, including

the extent to which sexual minority stressors and related stigma increase both the experience of shame‐related

emotions and difficulties tolerating these emotions, and, subsequently, the risk for negative psychological outcomes

directly and indirectly related to suicide risk. Furthermore, although findings suggest stronger associations of self‐

disgust and difficulties tolerating shame to suicide risk among sexual minority versus heterosexual participants, the

correlational and cross‐sectional nature of the data preclude any conclusions about the precise nature or direction

of the associations examined here. Prospective studies are needed to clarify the temporal relations between the

experience and tolerance of shame and suicide risk. Another limitation is the exclusive reliance on self‐report

questionnaire data, which may be influenced by social desirability biases or recall difficulties.

Additionally, although the use of a large community sample may be considered a strength of this study, sample

limitations with regard to racial/ethnic diversity (>80% of participants identified as White) may limit the

generalizability of our findings to racial/ethnic minorities. In particular, the extent to which findings apply to

individuals at the intersection of sexual and racial/ethnic minority status is unclear. Given evidence that individuals

who identify as a racial minority experience greater and unique stressors compared to individuals who identify as

White (Kessler et al., 1999; Turner & Avison, 2003; Turner & Lloyd, 2004; Williams & Jackson, 2005), the

intersection of sexual and racial/ethnic minority status may increase risk for mental health difficulties due to

compounded experiences of minority stress and related difficulties. Conversely, recent findings of lower rates of

psychiatric disorders among sexual minority individuals who identified as a racial/ethnic minority versus White

(Rodriguez‐Seijas & Pachankis, 2019) suggest that the intersection of sexual and racial/ethnic minority status in

relation to suicide risk may be more complex. Thus, future research examining the emotional factors associated with

suicide risk among sexual minorities would benefit from the targeted recruitment of more racially and ethnically

diverse participants. Such research would facilitate investigation of whether increased distress associated with

possessing more than one stigmatized identity influences associations of both self‐disgust and shame tolerance to

suicide risk. Finally, although there is evidence that samples collected through MTurk exhibit higher levels of
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psychopathology (including forms of psychopathology that would be particularly relevant to suicide risk, such as

depression; Arditte et al., 2016; Shapiro et al., 2013) than other convenience or community samples, findings may

not generalize to other community or clinical samples. Consequently, replication of results in other samples is

needed.

Despite limitations, the results of this study add to the literature on the relation of shame‐related experiences

to suicide risk among sexual minority adults. In addition to being the first study to demonstrate differences in the

associations of shame‐related factors and suicide risk as a function of sexual minority status, findings highlighted

the unique relevance of difficulties tolerating shame to suicide risk among sexual minorities. Together, these

findings suggest the potential utility of interventions aimed at increasing shame tolerance and decreasing self‐

disgust and other shame‐related emotions within this at‐risk population.
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